
Chapter 4

Fundamentals for Nanotechnology

4.1 Magnetics1

4.1.1 Magnetic moments

The magnetic moment of a material is the incomplete cancellation of the atomic magnetic moments in that
material. Electron spin and orbital motion both have magnetic moments associated with them (Figure 4.1),
but in most atoms the electronic moments are oriented usually randomly so that overall in the material they
cancel each other out (Figure 4.2), this is called diamagnetism.

Figure 4.1: Orbital magnetic moment.

1This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m22749/1.4/>.
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Figure 4.2: Magnetic moments in a diamagnetic sample.

If the cancellation of the moments is incomplete then the atom has a net magnetic moment. There
are many subclasses of magnetic ordering such as para-, superpara-, ferro-, antiferro- or ferrimagnetisim
which can be displayed in a material and which usually depends, upon the strength and type of magnetic
interactions and external parameters such as temperature and crystal structure atomic content and the
magnetic environment which a material is placed in.

The magnetic moments of atoms, molecules or formula units are often quoted in terms of the Bohr
magneton, which is equal to the magnetic moment due to electron spin

4.1.2 Magnetization

The magnetisim of a material, the extent that which a material is magnetic, is not a static quantity, but
varies compared to the environment that a material is placed in. It is similar to the temperature of a
material. For example if a material is placed in an oven it will heat up to a temperature similar to that of
the ovens. However the speed of heating of that material, and also that of cooling are determined by the
atomic structure of the material. The magnetization of a material is similar. When a material is placed in a
magnetic �eld it maybe become magnetized to an extent and retain that magnetization after it is removed
from the �eld. The extent of magnetization, and type of magnetization and the length of time that a material
remains magnetized, depends again on the atomic makeup of the material.

Measuring a materials magnetisim can be done on a micro or macro scale. Magnetisim is measured over
two parameters direction and strength. Thus magnetization has a vector quantity. The simplest form of
a magnetometer is a compass. It measures the direction of a magnetic �eld. However more sophisticated
instruments have been developed which give a greater insight into a materials magnetisim.

So what exactly are you reading when you observe the output from a magnetometer?
The magnetisim of a sample is called the magnetic moment of that sample and will be called that from

now on. The single value of magnetic moment for the sample, is a combination of the magnetic moments on
the atoms within the sample (Figure 4.3), it is also the type and level of magnetic ordering and the physical
dimensions of the sample itself.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic representations of the net magnetic moment in a diamagnetic sample.

The "intensity of magnetization", M, is a measure of the magnetization of a body. It is de�ned as the
magnetic moment per unit volume or

M = m/V
with units of Am (emucm3 in cgs notation).
A material contains many atoms and their arrangement a�ects the magnetization of that material. In

Figure 4.4 (a) a magnetic moment m is contained in unit volume. This has a magnetization of m Am.
Figure 4.4 (b) shows two such units, with the moments aligned parallel. The vector sum of moments is 2m
in this case, but as the both the moment and volume are doubled M remains the same. In Figure 4.4 (c)
the moments are aligned antiparallel. The vector sum of moments is now 0 and hence the magnetization is
0 Am.

Figure 4.4: E�ect of moment alignment on magnetization: (a) Single magnetic moment, (b) two
identical moments aligned parallel and (c) antiparallel to each other. Adapted from J. Bland Thesis M.
Phys (Hons)., 'A Mossbauer spectroscopy and magnetometry study of magnetic multilayers and oxides.'
Oliver Lodge Labs, Dept. Physics, University of Liverpool

Scenarios (b) and (c) are a simple representation of ferro- and antiferromagnetic ordering. Hence we
would expect a large magnetization in a ferromagnetic material such as pure iron and a small magnetization
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in an antiferromagnet such as γ-Fe2O3

4.1.3 Magnetic Response

When a material is passed through a magnetic �eld it is a�ected in two ways:

1. Through its susceptibility.
2. Through its permeability.

4.1.3.1 Magnetic susceptibility

The concept of magnetic moment is the starting point when discussing the behavior of magnetic materials
within a �eld. If you place a bar magnet in a �eld it will experience a torque or moment tending to align its
axis in the direction of the �eld. A compass needle behaves in the same way. This torque increases with the
strength of the poles and their distance apart. So the value of magnetic moment tells you, in e�ect, 'how
big a magnet' you have.

Figure 4.5: Schematic representation of the torque or moment that a magnet experiences when it is
placed in a magnetic �eld. The magnetic will try to align with the magnetic �eld.

If you place a material in a weak magnetic �eld, the magnetic �eld may not overcome the binding energies
that keep the material in a non magnetic state. This is because it is energetically more favorable for the
material to stay exactly the same. However, if the strength of the magnetic moment is increased, the torque
acting on the smaller moments in the material, it may become energetically more preferable for the material
to become magnetic. The reasons that the material becomes magnetic depends on factors such as crystal
structure the temperature of the material and the strength of the �eld that it is in. However a simple
explanation of this is that as the magnetic moment strength increases it becomes more favorable for the
small �elds to align themselves along the path of the magnetic �eld, instead of being opposed to the system.
For this to occur the material must rearrange its magnetic makeup at the atomic level to lower the energy
of the system and restore a balance.

It is important to remember that when we consider the magnetic susceptibility and take into account
how a material changes on the atomic level when it is placed in a magnetic �eld with a certain moment. The
moment that we are measuring with our magnetometer is the total moment of that sample.
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where χ = susceptibility, M = variation of magnetization, and H = applied �eld.

4.1.3.2 Magnetic permeability

Magnetic permeability is the ability of a material to conduct an electric �eld. In the same way that materials
conduct or resist electricity, materials also conduct or resist a magnetic �ux or the �ow of magnetic lines of
force (Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6: Magnetic ordering in a ferromagnetic material.

Ferromagnetic materials are usually highly permeable to magnetic �elds. Just as electrical conductivity
is de�ned as the ratio of the current density to the electric �eld strength, so the magnetic permeability, µ,
of a particular material is de�ned as the ratio of �ux density to magnetic �eld strength. However unlike in
electrical conductivity magnetic permeability is nonlinear.

µ = B/H
Permeability, where µ is written without a subscript, is known as absolute permeability. Instead a variant

is used called relative permeability.
µ = µo x µr
Absolute permeability is a variation upon 'straight' or absolute permeability, µ, but is more useful as

it makes clearer how the presence of a particular material a�ects the relationship between �ux density and
�eld strength. The term 'relative' arises because this permeability is de�ned in relation to the permeability
of a vacuum, µ0.

µr = µ/µo
For example, if you use a material for which µr = 3 then you know that the �ux density will be three

times as great as it would be if we just applied the same �eld strength to a vacuum.

4.1.3.2.1 Initial permeability

Initial permeability describes the relative permeability of a material at low values of B (below 0.1 T). The
maximum value for µ in a material is frequently a factor of between 2 and 5 or more above its initial value.

Low �ux has the advantage that every ferrite can be measured at that density without risk of saturation.
This consistency means that comparison between di�erent ferrites is easy. Also, if you measure the inductance
with a normal component bridge then you are doing so with respect to the initial permeability.
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4.1.3.2.2 Permeability of a vacuum in the SI

The permeability of a vacuum has a �nite value - about 1.257 × 10-6 H m-1 - and is denoted by the symbol
µ0. Note that this value is constant with �eld strength and temperature. Contrast this with the situation
in ferromagnetic materials where µ is strongly dependent upon both. Also, for practical purposes, most
non-ferromagnetic substances (such as wood, plastic, glass, bone, copper aluminum, air and water) have
permeability almost equal to µ0; that is, their relative permeability is 1.0.

The permeability, µ, the variation of magnetic induction,

with applied �eld,
µ = B/H

4.1.4 Background contributions

A single measurement of a sample's magnetization is relatively easy to obtain, especially with modern
technology. Often it is simply a case of loading the sample into the magnetometer in the correct manner
and performing a single measurement. This value is, however, the sum total of the sample, any substrate or
backing and the sample mount. A sample substrate can produce a substantial contribution to the sample
total.

For substrates that are diamagnetic, under zero applied �eld, this means it has no e�ect on the measure-
ment of magnetization. Under applied �elds its contribution is linear and temperature independent. The
diamagnetic contribution can be calculated from knowledge of the volume and properties of the substrate
and subtracted as a constant linear term to produce the signal from the sample alone. The diamagnetic
background can also be seen clearly at high �elds where the sample has reached saturation: the sample
saturates but the linear background from the substrate continues to increase with �eld. The gradient of
this background can be recorded and subtracted from the readings if the substrate properties are not known
accurately.

4.1.5 Hysteresis

When a material exhibits hysteresis, it means that the material responds to a force and has a history of
that force contained within it. Consider if you press on something until it depresses. When you release
that pressure, if the material remains depressed and doesn't spring back then it is said to exhibit some type
of hysteresis. It remembers a history of what happened to it, and may exhibit that history in some way.
Consider a piece of iron that is brought into a magnetic �eld, it retains some magnetization, even after
the external magnetic �eld is removed. Once magnetized, the iron will stay magnetized inde�nitely. To
demagnetize the iron, it is necessary to apply a magnetic �eld in the opposite direction. This is the basis of
memory in a hard disk drive.

The response of a material to an applied �eld and its magnetic hysteresis is an essential tool of mag-
netometry. Paramagnetic and diamagnetic materials can easily be recognized, soft and hard ferromagnetic
materials give di�erent types of hysteresis curves and from these curves values such as saturation magnetiza-
tion, remnant magnetization and coercivity are readily observed. More detailed curves can give indications
of the type of magnetic interactions within the sample.

4.1.6 Diamagnetism and paramagnetizm

The intensity of magnetization depends upon both the magnetic moments in the sample and the way that
they are oriented with respect to each other, known as the magnetic ordering.

Diamagnetic materials, which have no atomic magnetic moments, have no magnetization in zero �eld.
When a �eld is applied a small, negative moment is induced on the diamagnetic atoms proportional to the
applied �eld strength. As the �eld is reduced the induced moment is reduced.
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Figure 4.7: Typical e�ect on the magnetization, M, of an applied magnetic �eld, H, on (a) a para-
magnetic system and (b) a diamagnetic system. Adapted from J. Bland Thesis M. Phys (Hons)., 'A
Mossbauer spectroscopy and magnetometry study of magnetic multilayers and oxides.' Oliver Lodge
Labs, Dept. Physics, University of Liverpool

In a paramagnet the atoms have a net magnetic moment but are oriented randomly throughout the
sample due to thermal agitation, giving zero magnetization. As a �eld is applied the moments tend towards
alignment along the �eld, giving a net magnetization which increases with applied �eld as the moments
become more ordered. As the �eld is reduced the moments become disordered again by their thermal
agitation. The �gure shows the linear response M v H where µH � kT.

4.1.7 Ferromagnetism

The hysteresis curves for a ferromagnetic material are more complex than those for diamagnets or param-
agnets. Below diagram shows the main features of such a curve for a simple ferromagnet.
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Figure 4.8: Schematic of a magnetization hysteresis loop in a ferromagnetic material showing the
saturation magnetization, M s, coercive �eld, Hc, and remnant magnetization, M r. Virgin curves are
shown dashed for nucleation (1) and pinning (2) type magnets. Adapted from J. Bland Thesis M. Phys
(Hons)., 'A Mossbauer spectroscopy and magnetometry study of magnetic multilayers and oxides.' Oliver
Lodge Labs, Dept. Physics, University of Liverpool

In the virgin material (point 0) there is no magnetization. The process of magnetization, leading from
point 0 to saturation at M = M s, is outlined below. Although the material is ordered ferromagnetically it
consists of a number of ordered domains arranged randomly giving no net magnetization. This is shown in
below (a) with two domains whose individual saturation moments, M s, lie antiparallel to each other.
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Figure 4.9: The process of magnetization in a demagnetized ferromagnet. Adaped from J. Bland
Thesis M. Phys (Hons)., 'A Mossbauer spectroscopy and magnetometry study of magnetic multilayers
and oxides.' Oliver Lodge Labs, Dept. Physics, University of Liverpool

As the magnetic �eld, H, is applied, (b), those domains which are more energetically favorable increase
in size at the expense of those whose moment lies more antiparallel to H. There is now a net magnetization;
M. Eventually a �eld is reached where all of the material is a single domain with a moment aligned parallel,
or close to parallel, with H. The magnetization is now M = M sCosΘ where Θ is the angle between M s along
the easy magnetic axis and H. Finally M s is rotated parallel to H and the ferromagnet is saturated with a
magnetization M = M s.

The process of domain wall motion a�ects the shape of the virgin curve. There are two qualitatively
di�erent modes of behavior known as nucleation and pinning, shown in Figure 4.8 as curves 1 and 2,
respectively.

In a nucleation-type magnet saturation is reached quickly at a �eld much lower than the coercive �eld.
This shows that the domain walls are easily moved and are not pinned signi�cantly. Once the domain
structure has been removed the formation of reversed domains becomes di�cult, giving high coercivity. In a
pinning-type magnet �elds close to the coercive �eld are necessary to reach saturation magnetization. Here
the domain walls are substantially pinned and this mechanism also gives high coercivity.

4.1.8 Remnance

As the applied �eld is reduced to 0 after the sample has reached saturation the sample can still possess a
remnant magnetization, M r. The magnitude of this remnant magnetization is a product of the saturation
magnetization, the number and orientation of easy axes and the type of anisotropy symmetry. If the axis
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of anisotropy or magnetic easy axis is perfectly aligned with the �eld then M r = M s, and if perpendicular
M r= 0.

At saturation the angular distribution of domain magnetizations is closely aligned to H. As the �eld is
removed they turn to the nearest easy magnetic axis. In a cubic crystal with a positive anisotropy constant,
K1, the easy directions are <100>. At remnance the domain magnetizations will lie along one of the three
<100> directions. The maximum deviation from H occurs when H is along the <111> axis, giving a cone of
distribution of 55o around the axis. Averaging the saturation magnetization over this angle gives a remnant
magnetization of 0.832 Ms.

4.1.9 Coercivity

The coercive �eld, H c, is the �eld at which the remnant magnetization is reduced to zero. This can vary
from a few Am for soft magnets to 107Am for hard magnets. It is the point of magnetization reversal in the
sample, where the barrier between the two states of magnetization is reduced to zero by the applied �eld
allowing the system to make a Barkhausen jump to a lower energy. It is a general indicator of the energy
gradients in the sample which oppose large changes of magnetization.

The reversal of magnetization can come about as a rotation of the magnetization in a large volume or
through the movement of domain walls under the pressure of the applied �eld. In general materials with
few or no domains have a high coercivity whilst those with many domains have a low coercivity. However,
domain wall pinning by physical defects such as vacancies, dislocations and grain boundaries can increase
the coercivity.

Figure 4.10: Shape of hysteresis loop as a function of Θ H, the angle between anisotropy axis and
applied �eld H, for: (a) ΘH, = 0 ◦, (b) 45 ◦ and (c) 90 ◦. Adaped from J. Bland Thesis M. Phys (Hons).,
'A Mossbauer spectroscopy and magnetometry study of magnetic multilayers and oxides.' Oliver Lodge
Labs, Dept. Physics, University of Liverpool

The loop illustrated in Figure 4.10 is indicative of a simple bi-stable system. There are two energy
minima: one with magnetization in the positive direction, and another in the negative direction. The depth
of these minima is in�uenced by the material and its geometry and is a further parameter in the strength of
the coercive �eld. Another is the angle, ΘH, between the anisotropy axis and the applied �eld. The above �g
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shows how the shape of the hysteresis loop and the magnitude of H c varies with ΘH. This e�ect shows the
importance of how samples with strong anisotropy are mounted in a magnetometer when comparing loops.

4.1.10 Temperature dependence

A hysteresis curve gives information about a magnetic system by varying the applied �eld but important
information can also be gleaned by varying the temperature. As well as indicating transition temperatures,
all of the main groups of magnetic ordering have characteristic temperature/magnetization curves. These are
summarized in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12. At all temperatures a diamagnet displays only any magnetization
induced by the applied �eld and a small, negative susceptibility.

The curve shown for a paramagnet (Figure 4.11) is for one obeying the Curie law,

and so intercepts the axis at T = 0. This is a subset of the Curie-Weiss law,

where θ is a speci�c temperature for a particular substance (equal to 0 for paramagnets).

Figure 4.11: Variation of reciprocal susceptibility with temperature for: (a) antiferromagnetic, (b)
paramagnetic and (c) diamagnetic ordering. Adaped from J. Bland Thesis M. Phys (Hons)., 'A Mossbauer
spectroscopy and magnetometry study of magnetic multilayers and oxides.' Oliver Lodge Labs, Dept.
Physics, University of Liverpool
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Figure 4.12: Variation of saturation magnetization below, and reciprocal susceptibility above Tc for:
(a) ferromagnetic and (b) ferrimagnetic ordering. Adaped from J. Bland Thesis M. Phys (Hons)., 'A
Mossbauer spectroscopy and magnetometry study of magnetic multilayers and oxides.' Oliver Lodge
Labs, Dept. Physics, University of Liverpool

Above TN and TC both antiferromagnets and ferromagnets behave as paramagnets with 1/χ linearly
proportional to temperature. They can be distinguished by their intercept on the temperature axis, T = Θ.
Ferromagnetics have a large, positive Θ, indicative of their strong interactions. For paramagnetics Θ = 0
and antiferromagnetics have a negative Θ.

The net magnetic moment per atom can be calculated from the gradient of the straight line graph of 1/χ
versus temperature for a paramagnetic ion, rearranging Curie's law to give

where A is the atomic mass, k is Boltzmann's constant, N is the number of atoms per unit volume and
x is the gradient.

Ferromagnets below TC display spontaneous magnetization. Their susceptibility above TC in the para-
magnetic region is given by the Curie-Weiss law

where g is the gyromagnetic constant. In the ferromagnetic phase with T greater than TC the magneti-
zation M (T) can be simpli�ed to a power law, for example the magnetization as a function of temperature
can be given by

where the term β is typically in the region of 0.33 for magnetic ordering in three dimensions.
The susceptibility of an antiferromagnet increases to a maximum at TN as temperature is reduced, then

decreases again below TN. In the presence of crystal anisotropy in the system this change in susceptibility
depends on the orientation of the spin axes: χ (parallel)decreases with temperature whilst χ (perpendicular)
is constant. These can be expressed as
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where C is the Curie constant and Θ is the total change in angle of the two sublattice magnetizations
away from the spin axis, and

where ng is the number of magnetic atoms per gramme, B' is the derivative of the Brillouin function with
respect to its argument a', evaluated at a'0, µH is the magnetic moment per atom and γ is the molecular
�eld coe�cient.
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4.2 Brownian Motion2

note: "This module was developed as part of a Rice University Class called "Nanotechnology:
Content and Context3 " initially funded by the National Science Foundation under Grant No.
EEC-0407237. It was conceived, researched, written and edited by students in the Fall 2005 version
of the class, and reviewed by participating professors."

2This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m14354/1.3/>.
3http://frazer.rice.edu/nanotech
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Figure 4.13: Clarkia pulcgella

This plant was Clarkia pulchella, of which the grains of pollen, taken from antherae full grown, but
before bursting, were �lled with particles or granules of unusually large size, varying from nearly 1/4000th
to 1/5000th of an inch in length, and of a �gure between cylindrical and oblong, perhaps slightly �attened,
and having rounded and equal extremities. While examining the form of these particles immersed in water,
I observed many of them very evidently in motion; their motion consisting not only of a change of place
in the �uid, manifested by alterations in their relative positions, but also not unfrequently of a change of
form in the particle itself; a contraction or curvature taking place repeatedly about the middle of one side,
accompanied by a corresponding swelling or convexity on the opposite side of the particle. In a few instances
the particle was seen to turn on its longer axis. These motions were such as to satisfy me, after frequently
repeated observation, that they arose neither from currents in the �uid, nor from its gradual evaporation,
but belonged to the particle itself.- -Robert Brown, 1828

4.2.1 Introduction

The physical phenomena described in the excerpt above by Robert Brown, the nineteenth-century British
botanist and surgeon, have come collectively to be known in his honor by the term Brownian motion.

Brownian motion, a simple stochastic process, can be modeled to mathematically characterize the random
movements of minute particles upon immersion in �uids. As Brown once noted in his observations under
a microscope, particulate matter such as, for example, pollen granules, appear to be in a constant state of
agitation and also seem to demonstrate a vivid, oscillatory motion when suspended in a solution such as
water.

We now know that Brownian motion takes place as a result of thermal energy and that it is governed by
the kinetic-molecular theory of heat, the properties of which have been found to be applicable to all di�usion
phenomena.

But how are the random movement of �ower gametes and a British plant enthusiast who has been dead
for a hundred and �fty years relevant to the study and to the practice of nanotechnology? This is the main
question that this module aims to address. In order to arrive at an adequate answer, we must �rst examine
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the concept of Brownian motion from a number of di�erent perspectives, among them the historical, physical,
mathematical, and biological.

4.2.2 Objectives

By the end of this module, the student should be able to address the following critical questions.
- Robert Brown is generally credited to have discovered Brownian motion, but a number of individuals

were involved in the actual development of a theory to explain the phenomenon. Who were these individuals,
and how are their contributions to the theory of Brownian motion important to the history of science?

- Mathematically, what is Brownian motion? Can it be described by means of a mathematical model?
Can the mathematical theory of Brownian motion be applied in a context broader than that of simply the
movement of particles in �uid?

- What is kinetic-molecular theory, and how is it related to Brownian motion? Physically, what does
Brownian motion tell us about atoms?

- How is Brownian motion involved in cellular activity, and what are the biological implications of
Brownian motion theory?

- What is the signi�cance of Brownian motion in nanotechnology? What are the challenges posed by
Brownian motion, and can properties of Brownian motion be harnessed in a way such as to advance research
in nanotechnology?

4.2.3 A Brief History of Brownian Motion

Figure 4.14: Robert Brown (1773 - 1858)

The phenomenon that is known today as Brownian motion was actually �rst recorded by the Dutch physi-
ologist and botanist Jan Ingenhousz. Ingenhousz is most famous for his discovery that light is essential to
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plant respiration, but he also noted the irregular movement exhibited by motes of carbon dust in ethanol in
1784.

Adolphe Brongniart made similar observations in 1827, but the discovery of Brownian motion is generally
accredited to Scottish-born botanist Robert Brown, even though the manuscript regarding his aforementioned
experiment with primrose pollen was not published until nearly thirty years after Ingenhousz' death.

At �rst, he attributed the movement of pollen granules in water to the fact that the pollen was �alive.�
However, he soon observed the same results when he repeated his experiment with tiny shards of window glass
and again with crystals of quartz. Thus, he was forced to conclude that these properties were independent
of vitality. Puzzled, Brown was in the end never able to adequately explain the nature of his �ndings.

The �rst person to put forward an actual theory behind Brownian motion was Louis Bachelier, a French
mathematician who proposed a model for Brownian motion as part of his PhD thesis in 1900.

Five years later in 1905, Albert Einstein completed his doctoral thesis on osmotic pressure, in which he
discussed a statistical theory of liquid behavior based on the existence of molecules. He later applied his
liquid kinetic-molecular theory of heat to explain the same phenomenon observed by Brown in his paper
Investigations on the Theory of the Brownian Movement. In particular, Einstein suggested that the random
movements of particles suspended in liquid could be explained as being a result of the random thermal
agitation of the molecules that compose the surrounding liquid.

The subsequent observations of Theodor Svedberg and Felix Ehrenhaft on Brownian motion in colloids
and on particles of silver in air, respectively, helped to support Einstein's theory, but much of the experimental
work to actually test Einstein's predictions was carried out by French physicist Jean Perrin, who eventually
won the Nobel Prize in physics in 1926. Perrin's published results of his empirical veri�cation of Einstein's
model of Brownian motion are widely credited for �nally settling the century-long dispute about John
Dalton's theory for the existence of atoms.
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4.2.4 Brownian Motion and Kinetic Theory

Figure 4.15: A grain of pollen colliding with water molecules moving randomly in all directions as a
result of heat energy.

The kinetic theory of matter states that all matter is made up of atoms and molecules, that these atoms
and molecules are in constant motion, and that collisions between these atoms and molecules are completely
elastic.

The kinetic-molecular theory of heat involves the idea that heat as an entity is manifested simply in the
form of these moving atoms and molecules. This theory is comprised of the following �ve postulates.

1. Heat is a form of energy.
2. Molecules carry two types of energy: potential and kinetic.
3. Potential energy results from the electric force between molecules.
4. Kinetic energy results from the motion of molecules.
5. Energy converts continuously between potential energy and kinetic energy.

Einstein used the postulates of both theories to develop a model in order to provide an explanation of the
properties of Brownian motion.

Brownian motion is characterized by the constant and erratic movement of minute particles in a liquid
or a gas. The molecules that make up the �uid in which the particles are suspended, as a result of the
inherently random nature of their motions, collide with the larger suspended particles at random, making
them move, in turn, also randomly. Because of kinetics, molecules of water, given any length of time, would
move at random so that a small particle such as Brown's pollen would be subject to a random number of
collisions of random strength and from random directions.

Described by Einstein as the �white noise� of random molecular movements due to heat, Brownian motion
arises from the agitation of individual molecules by thermal energy. The collective impact of these molecules
against the suspended particle yields enough momentum to create movement of the particle in spite of its
sometimes exponentially larger size.
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According to kinetic theory, the temperature at which there is no movement of individual atoms or
molecules is absolute zero (-273 K). As long as a body retains the ability to transfer further heat to another
body � that is, at any temperature above absolute zero � Brownian motion is not only possible but also
inevitable.

4.2.5 Brownian Motion as a Mathematical Model

The Brownian motion curve is considered to be the simplest of all random motion curves. In Brownian
motion, a particle at time t and position p will make a random displacement r from its previous point with
regard to time and position. The resulting distribution of r is expected to be Gaussian (normal with a mean
of zero and a standard deviation of one) and to be independent in both its x and y coordinates.

Thus, in summary a Brownian motion curve can be de�ned to be a set of random variables in a probability
space that is characterized by the following three properties.

For all time h > 0, the displacements X(t+h) � X(t) have Gaussian distribution.
The displacements X(t+h) � X(t), 0 < t1 < t2 < . . . tn, are independent of previous distributions.
The mean displacement is zero.

Figure 4.16: A Brownian motion curve � time vs.x-coordinate of walk.
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From a resulting curve, it is evident that Brownian motion ful�lls the conditions of the Markov property
and can therefore be regarded as Markovian. In the �eld of theoretical probability, a stochastic process is
Markovian if the conditional distribution of future states of the process is conditionally independent of that
of its past states. In other words, given X(t), the values of X before time t are irrelevant in predicting the
future behavior of X.

Moreover, the trajectory of X is continuous, and it is also recurrent, returning periodically to its origin
at 0. Because of these properties, the mathematical model for Brownian motion can serve as a sophisticated
random number generator. Therefore, Brownian motion as a mathematical model is not exclusive to the
context of random movement of small particles suspended in �uid; it can be used to describe a number of
phenomena such as �uctuations in the stock market and the evolution of physical traits as preserved in fossil
records.

When the simulated Brownian trajectory of a particle is plotted onto an x-y plane, the resulting curve can
be said to be self-similar, a term that is often used to describe fractals. The idea of self-similarity means that
for every segment of a given curve, there is either a smaller segment or a larger segment of the same curve
that is similar to it. Likewise, a fractal is de�ned to be a geometric pattern that is repeated at inde�nitely
smaller scales to produce irregular shapes and surfaces that are impossible to derive by means of classical
geometry.

Figure 5. The simulated trajectory of a particle in Brownian motion beginning at the origin (0,0) on
an x-y plane after 1 second, 3 seconds, and 10 seconds. Because of the fractal nature of Brownian motion
curves, the properties of Brownian motion can be applied to a wide variety of �elds through the process
of fractal analysis. Many methods for generating fractal shapes have been suggested in computer graphics,
but some of the most successful have been expansions of the random displacement method, which generates
a pattern derived from properties of the fractional Brownian motion model. Algorithms and distribution
functions that are based upon the Brownian motion model have been used to develop applications in medical
imaging and in robotics as well as to make predictions in market analysis, in manufacturing, and in decision
making at large.

4.2.6 Recti�ed Brownian Motion

Figure 4.17: A random Brownian �walk� method fractal.
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In recent years, biomedical research has shown that Brownian motion may play a critical role in the transport
of enzymes and chemicals both into and out of cells in the human body.

Within the cells of the body, intracellular microtubule-based movement is directed by the proteins kinesin
and dynein. The long-accepted explanation for this transport action is that the kinesins, fueled by energy
provided by ATP, use their two appendage-like globular heads to �walk� deliberately along the lengths of
the microtubule paths to which they are attached. Kinesin, as a motor protein, has conventionally been
understood to allow for the movement of objects within cells by harnessing the energy released from either
the breaking of chemical bonds or the energy released across a membrane in an electrochemical gradient.
The kinesin proteins thus were believed to function as cellular �tow trucks� that pull chemicals or enzymes
along these microtubule pathways.

New research, however, posits that what appeared to be a deliberate towing action along the microtubules
is actually a result of random motion controlled by ATP-directed chemical switching commands. It is now
argued that kinesins utilize recti�ed Brownian motion (converting this random motion into a purposeful
unidirectional one).

We begin with a kinesin protein with both of its globular heads chemically bound to a microtubule path.
According to the traditional power stroke model for motor proteins, the energy from ATP hydrolysis provides
the impetus to trigger a chemo-mechanical energy conversion, but according to the recti�ed Brownian motion
model, the energy released by ATP hydrolysis causes an irreversible conformational switch in the ATP binding
protein, which in turn results in the release of one of the motor protein heads from its microtubule track.
Microtubules are composed of �brous proteins and include sites approximately 8 nm apart where kinesin
heads can bind chemically. This new model suggests that the unbound kinesin head, which is usually 5-7 nm
in diameter, is moved about randomly because of Brownian motion in the cellular �uid until it by chance
encounters a new site to which it can bind. Because of the structural limits in the kinesin and because of
the spacing of the binding sites on the microtubules, the moving head can only reach one possible binding
site � that which is located 8 nm beyond the bound head that is still attached to the microtubule. Thus,
recti�ed Brownian motion can only result in moving the kinesin and its cargo 8 nm in one direction along
the length of the microtubule. Once the �oating head binds to the new site, the process begins again with
the original two heads in interchanged positions. The mechanism by which random Brownian motion results
in movement in only one pre-determined direction is commonly referred to a Brownian ratchet.

Ordinarily, Brownian motion is not considered to be purposeful or directional on account of its sheer
randomness. Randomness is generally ine�cient, and though in this case only one binding site is possible,
the kinesin head can be likened to encounter that binding site by �trial and error.� For this reason, Brownian
motion is normally thought of as a fairly slow process; however, on the nanometer scale, Brownian motion
appears to be carried out at a very rapid rate. In spite of its randomness, Brownian motion at the nanometer
scale allows for rapid exploration of all possible outcomes.
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4.2.7 Brownian Motion and Nanotechnology

Figure 4.18: An artist's rendition of a tourist submarine, shrunk to cellular size, in Asimov's Fantastic
Voyage.

If one were to assume that Brownian motion does not exercise a signi�cant e�ect on his or her day-to-day
existence, he or she, for all practical purposes, would be correct. After all, Brownian motion is much too weak
and much too slow to have major (if any) consequences in the macro world. Unlike the fundamental forces
of, for instance, gravity or electromagnetism, the properties of Brownian motion govern the interactions of
particles on a minute level and are therefore virtually undetectable to humans without the aid of a microscope.
How, then, can Brownian motion be of such importance?

As things turn out, Brownian motion is one of the main controlling factors in the realm of nanotechnol-
ogy. When one hears about the concept of nanotechnology, tiny robots resembling scaled down R2D2-style
miniatures of the larger ones most likely come to mind. Unfortunately, creating nano-scale machines will
not be this easy. The nano-ships that are shrunk down to carry passengers through the human bloodstream
in Asimov's Fantastic Voyage, for example, would due to Brownian motion be tumultuously bumped around
and �exed by the molecules in the liquid component of blood. If, miraculously, the forces of Brownian motion
did not break the Van der Waals bonds maintaining the structure of the vessel to begin with, they would
certainly make for a bumpy voyage, at the least.

Eric Drexler's vision of rigid nano-factories creating nano-scale machines atom by atom seems amazing.
While it may eventually be possible, these rigid, scaled-down versions of macro factories are currently up
against two problems: surface forces, which cause the individual parts to bind up and stick together, and
Brownian motion, which causes the machines to be jostled randomly and uncontrollably like the nano-ships
of science �ction.

As a consequence, it would seem that a basic scaling down of the machines and robots of the macro
world will not su�ce in the nano world. Does this spell the end for nanotechnology? Of course not. Nature
has already proven that this realm can be conquered. Many organisms rely on some of the properties of the
nano world to perform necessary tasks, as many scientists now believe that motor proteins such as kinesins
in cells rely on recti�ed Brownian motion for propulsion by means of a Brownian ratchet. The Brownian
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ratchet model proves that there are ways of using Brownian motion to our advantage.
Brownian motion is not only be used for productive motion; it can also be harnessed to aid biomolecular

self-assembly, also referred to as Brownian assembly. The fundamental advantage of Brownian assembly
is that motion is provided in essence for free. No motors or external conveyance are required to move
parts because they are moved spontaneously by thermal agitation. Ribosomes are an example of a self-
assembling entity in the natural biological world. Another example of Brownian assembly occurs when
two single strands of DNA self-assemble into their characteristic double helix. Provided simply that the
required molecular building blocks such as nucleic acids, proteins, and phospholipids are present in a given
environment, Brownian assembly will eventually take care of the rest. All of the components �t together like
a lock and key, so with Brownian motion, each piece will randomly but predictably match up with another
until self-assembly is complete.

Brownian assembly is already being used to create nano-particles, such as buckyballs. Most scientists
view this type of assembly to be the most promising for future nano-scale creations.

4.3 Theory of A Superconducting Quantum Interference Device
(SQUID)4

4.3.1 Introduction

One of the most sensitive forms of magnetometry is SQUID magnetometry. This uses technique uses a com-
bination of superconducting materials and Josephson junctions to measure magnetic �elds with resolutions
up to ∼10-14 kG or greater. In the proceeding pages we will describe how a SQUID actually works.

4.3.2 Electron-pair waves

In superconductors the resistanceless current is carried by pairs of electrons, known as Cooper Pairs. A
Cooper Pair is a pair of electrons. Each electron has a quantized wavelength. With a Cooper pair each
electrons wave couples with its opposite number over a large distances. This phenomenon is a result of the
very low temperatures at which many materials will superconduct.

What exactly is superconductance? When a material is at very low temperatures, its crystal lattice
behaves di�erently than when it higher temperatures. Usually at higher temperatures a material will have
large vibrations called in the crystal lattice. These vibrations scatter electrons as they pass through this
lattice (Figure 4.19), and this is the basis for bad conductance.

4This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m22750/1.3/>.
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Figure 4.19: Schematic representation of the scattering of electrons as they pass through a vibrating
lattice.

With a superconductor the material is designed to have very small vibrations, these vibrations are lessened
even more by cooling the material to extremely low temperatures. With no vibrations there is no scattering
of the electrons and this allows the material to superconduct.

The origin of a Cooper pair is that as the electron passes through a crystal lattice at superconducting
temperatures it negative charge pulls on the positive charge of the nuclei in the lattice through coulombic
interactions producing a ripple. An electron traveling in the opposite direction is attracted by this ripple.
This is the origin of the coupling in a Cooper pair (Figure 4.20).

Figure 4.20: Schematic representation of the Cooper pair coupling model.

A passing electron attracts the lattice, causing a slight ripple toward its path. Another electron passing
in the opposite direction is attracted to that displacement (Figure 4.21).
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Figure 4.21: Schematic representation of Cooper pair coupling

Due to the coupling and the fact that for each pair there is two spin states (Figure 4.22).

Figure 4.22: Schematic representation of the condensation of the wavelengths of a Cooper pairs

Each pair can be treated as a single particle with a whole spin, not half a spin such as is usually the case
with electrons. This is important, as an electron which is classed in a group of matter called Fermions are
governed by the Fermi exclusion principle which states that anything with a spin of one half cannot occupy
the same space as something with the same spin of one half. This turns the electron means that a Cooper
pair is in fact a Boson the opposite of a Fermion and this allows the Coopers pairs to condensate into one
wave packet. Each Coopers pair has a mass and charge twice that of a single electron, whose velocity is that
of the center of mass of the pair. This coupling can only happen in extremely cold conditions as thermal
vibrations become greater than the force that an electron can exert on a lattice. And thus scattering occurs.

Each pair can be represented by a wavefunction of the form

where P is the net momentum of the pair whose center of mass is at r. However, all the Cooper pairs in
a superconductor can be described by a single wavefunction yet again due to the fact that the electrons are
in a Coopers pair state and are thus Bosons in the absence of a current because all the pairs have the same
phase - they are said to be "phase coherent"

This electron-pair wave retains its phase coherence over long distances, and essentially produces a standing
wave over the device circuit. In a SQUID there are two paths which form a circle and are made with the same
standing wave (Figure 4.23). The wave is split in two sent o� along di�erent paths, and then recombined to
record an interference pattern by adding the di�erence between the two.
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Figure 4.23: Schematic representation of a standing wave across a SQUID circuit.

This allows measurement at any phase di�erences between the two components, which if there is no
interference will be exactly the same, but if there is a di�erence in their path lengths or in some interaction
that the waves encounters such as a magnetic �eld it will correspond in a phase di�erence at the end of each
path length.

A good example to use is of two water waves emanating from the same point. They will stay in phase if
they travel the same distance, but will fall out of phase if one of them has to deviate around an obstruction
such as a rock. Measuring the phase di�erence between the two waves then provides information about the
obstruction.

4.3.3 Phase and coherence

Another implication of this long range coherence is the ability to calculate phase and amplitude at any point
on the wave's path from the knowledge of its phase and amplitude at any single point, combined with its
wavelength and frequency. The wavefunction of the electron-pair wave in the above eqn. can be rewritten
in the form of a one-dimensional wave as

If we take the wave frequency, V, as being related to the kinetic energy of the Cooper pair with a
wavelength, λ, being related to the momentum of the pair by the relation λ = h/p then it is possible to
evaluate the phase di�erence between two points in a current carrying superconductor.

If a resistanceless current �ows between points X and Y on a superconductor there will be a phase
di�erence between these points that is constant in time.

4.3.4 E�ect of a magnetic �eld

The parameters of a standing wave are dependent on a current passing through the circuit; they are also
strongly a�ected by an applied magnetic �eld. In the presence of a magnetic �eld the momentum, p, of a
particle with charge q in the presence of a magnetic �eld becomes mV + qA where A is the magnetic vector
potential. For electron-pairs in an applied �eld their moment P is now equal to 2mV+2eA.
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In an applied magnetic �eld the phase di�erence between points X and Y is now a combination of that
due to the supercurrent and that due to the applied �eld.

4.3.5 The �uxoid

One e�ect of the long range phase coherence is the quantization of magnetic �ux in a superconducting
ring. This can either be a ring, or a superconductor surrounding a non-superconducting region. Such an
arrangement can be seen in Figure 4.24 where region N has a �ux density B within it due to supercurrents
�owing around it in the superconducting region S.

Figure 4.24: Superconductor enclosing a non-superconducting region. Adaped from J. Bland Thesis M.
Phys (Hons)., 'A Mossbauer spectroscopy and magnetometry study of magnetic multilayers and oxides.'
Oliver Lodge Labs, Dept. Physics, University of Liverpool.

In the closed path XYZ encircling the non-superconducting region there will be a phase di�erence of the
electron-pair wave between any two points, such as X and Y, on the curve due to the �eld and the circulating
current.

If the superelectrons are represented by a single wave then at any point on XYZX it can only have
one value of phase and amplitude. Due to the long range coherence the phase is single valued also called
quantized meaning around the circumference of the ring ∆φ must equal 2πn where n is any integer. Due to
the wave only having a single value the �uxoid can only exist in quantized units. This quantum is termed
the �uxon, φ0, given by

4.3.6 Josephson tunneling

If two superconducting regions are kept totally isolated from each other the phases of the electron-pairs in the
two regions will be unrelated. If the two regions are brought together then as they come close electron-pairs
will be able to tunnel across the gap and the two electron-pair waves will become coupled. As the separation
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decreases, the strength of the coupling increases. The tunneling of the electron-pairs across the gap carries
with it a superconducting current as predicted by B.D. Josephson and is called "Josephson tunneling" with
the junction between the two superconductors called a "Josephson junction" (Figure 4.25).

Figure 4.25: Schematic representation of the tunneling of Cooper pairs across a Josephson junction.

The Josephson tunneling junction is a special case of a more general type of weak link between two
superconductors. Other forms include constrictions and point contacts but the general form is of a region
between two superconductors which has a much lower critical current and through which a magnetic �eld
can penetrate.

4.3.7 Superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)

A superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) uses the properties of electron-pair wave coherence
and Josephson Junctions to detect very small magnetic �elds. The central element of a SQUID is a ring of
superconducting material with one or more weak links called Josephesons Junctions. An example is shown in
the below. With weak-links at points W and X whose critical current, ic, is much less than the critical current
of the main ring. This produces a very low current density making the momentum of the electron-pairs small.
The wavelength of the electron-pairs is thus very long leading to little di�erence in phase between any parts
of the ring.
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Figure 4.26: Superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) as a simple magnetometer.
Adaped from J. Bland Thesis M. Phys (Hons)., 'A Mossbauer spectroscopy and magnetometry study of
magnetic multilayers and oxides.' Oliver Lodge Labs, Dept. Physics, University of Liverpool.

If a magnetic �eld, Ba , is applied perpendicular to the plane of the ring (Figure 4.27), a phase di�erence is
produced in the electron-pair wave along the path XYW and WZX. One of the features of a superconducting
loop is that the magnetic �ux, Φ, passing through it which is the product of the magnetic �eld and the area
of the loop and is quantized in units of Φ0 = h/ (2e), where h is Planck's constant, 2e is the charge of the
Cooper pair of electrons, and Φ0 has a value of 2 × 10�15 tesla m2. If there are no obstacles in the loop,
then the superconducting current will compensate for the presence of an arbitrary magnetic �eld so that the
total �ux through the loop (due to the external �eld plus the �eld generated by the current) is a multiple of
Φ0.
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Figure 4.27: Schematic representation of a SQUID placed in a magnetic �eld.

Josephson predicted that a superconducting current can be sustained in the loop, even if its path is
interrupted by an insulating barrier or a normal metal. The SQUID has two such barriers or `Josephson
junctions'. Both junctions introduce the same phase di�erence when the magnetic �ux through the loop is 0,
Φ0, 2Φ0 and so on, which results in constructive interference, and they introduce opposite phase di�erence
when the �ux is Φ0/2, 3Φ0/2 and so on, which leads to destructive interference. This interference causes the
critical current density, which is the maximum current that the device can carry without dissipation, to vary.
The critical current is so sensitive to the magnetic �ux through the superconducting loop that even tiny
magnetic moments can be measured. The critical current is usually obtained by measuring the voltage drop
across the junction as a function of the total current through the device. Commercial SQUIDs transform
the modulation in the critical current to a voltage modulation, which is much easier to measure.

An applied magnetic �eld produces a phase change around a ring, which in this case is equal

where Φa is the �ux produced in the ring by the applied magnetic �eld. The magnitude of the critical
measuring current is dependent upon the critical current of the weak-links and the limit of the phase change
around the ring being an integral multiple of 2π. For the whole ring to be superconducting the following
condition must be met

where α and β are the phase changes produced by currents across the weak-links and 2πΦa/Φo is the
phase change due to the applied magnetic �eld.

When the measuring current is applied α and β are no longer equal, although their sum must remain
constant. The phase changes can be written as
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where δ is related to the measuring current I. Using the relation between current and phase from the
above Eqn. and rearranging to eliminate i we obtain an expression for I,

As sinδ cannot be greater than unity we can obtain the critical measuring current, Ic from the above

which gives a periodic dependence on the magnitude of the magnetic �eld, with a maximum when this
�eld is an integer number of �uxons and a minimum at half integer values as shown in the below �gure.

Figure 4.28: Critical measuring current, Ic, as a function of applied magnetic �eld. Adaped from
J. Bland Thesis M. Phys (Hons)., 'A Mossbauer spectroscopy and magnetometry study of magnetic
multilayers and oxides.' Oliver Lodge Labs, Dept. Physics, University of Liverpool.
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4.4 Practical Guide to Using a Superconducting Quantum Interfer-
ence Device5

SQUIDs o�er the ability to measure at sensitivities unachievable by other magnetic sensing methodologies.
However, their sensitivity requires proper attention to cryogenics and environmental noise. SQUIDs should
only be used when no other sensor is adequate for the task. There are many exotic uses for SQUID however
we are just concerned with the laboratory applications of SQUID.

In most physical and chemical laboratories a device called a MPMS (Figure 4.29) is used to measure the
magnetic moment of a sample by reading the output of the SQUID detector. In a MPMS the sample moves
upward through the electronic pick up coils called gradiometers. One upward movement is one whole scan.
Multiple scans are used and added together to improve measurement resolution. After collecting the raw
voltages, there is computation of the magnetic moments of the sample.

The MPMS measures the moment of a sample by moving it through a liquid Helium cooled, supercon-
ducting sensing coil. Many di�erent measurements can be carried out using an MPMS however we will
discuss just a few.

Figure 4.29: A MPMS work station.

5This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m22968/1.2/>.
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4.4.1 Using an magnetic property measurement dystem (MPMS)

4.4.1.1 DC magnetization

DC magnetization is the magnetic per unit volume (M) of a sample. If the sample doesn't have a permanent
magnetic moment, a �eld is applied to induce one. The sample is then stepped through a superconducting
detection array and the SQUID's output voltage is processed and the sample moment computed. Systems
can be con�gured to measure hysteresis loops, relaxation times, magnetic �eld, and temperature dependence
of the magnetic moment.

A DC �eld can be used to magnetize samples. Typically, the �eld is �xed and the sample is moved into
the detection coil's region of sensitivity. The change in detected magnetization is directly proportional to
the magnetic moment of the sample. Commonly referred to as SQUID magnetometers, these systems are
properly called SQUID susceptometers (Figure 4.30). They have a homogeneous superconducting magnet to
create a very uniform �eld over the entire sample measuring region and the superconducting pickup loops.
The magnet induces a moment allowing a measurement of magnetic susceptibility. The superconducting
detection loop array is rigidly mounted in the center of the magnet. This array is con�gured as a gradient
coil to reject external noise sources. The detection coil geometry determines what mathematical algorithm
is used to calculate the net magnetization.

An important feature of SQUIDs is that the induced current is independent of the rate of �ux change.
This provides uniform response at all frequencies i.e., true dc response and allows the sample to be moved
slowly without degrading performance. As the sample passes through a coil, it changes the �ux in that
coil by an amount proportional to the magnetic moment M of the sample. The peak-to-peak signal from a
complete cycle is thus proportional to twice M. The SQUID sensor shielded inside a niobium can is located
where the fringe �elds generated by the magnet are less than 10 mT. The detection coil circuitry is typically
constructed using NbTi (Figure 4.31). This allows measurements in applied �elds of 9 T while maintaining
sensitivities of 10−8 emu. Thermal insulation not shown is placed between the detection coils and the sample
tube to allow the sample temperature to be varied.
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Figure 4.30: Schematic diagram of a MPMSR. Adapted from L. Fagaly, Review of Scienti�c Instru-

ments, 2006, 77, 101101.

The use of a variable temperature insert can allow measurements to be made over a wide range 1.8�400 K.
Typically, the sample temperature is controlled by helium gas �owing slowly past the sample. The temper-
ature of this gas is regulated using a heater located below the sample measuring region and a thermometer
located above the sample region. This arrangement ensures that the entire region has reached thermal equi-
librium prior to data acquisition. The helium gas is obtained from normal evaporation in the Dewar, and
its �ow rate is controlled by a precision regulating valve.
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Figure 4.31: Signal output of an MPMS. Adapted from L. Fagaly, Review of Scienti�c Instruments,
2006, 77, 101101.

4.4.2 Procedures when using an MPMS

4.4.2.1 Calibration

The magnetic moment calibration for the SQUID is determined by measuring a palladium standard over a
range of magnetic �elds and then by adjusting to obtain the correct moment for the standard. The palladium
standard samples are e�ectively point sources with an accuracy of approximately 0.1%.

4.4.2.2 Sample mounting considerations

The type, size and geometry of a sample is usually su�cient to determine the method you use to attach it
to the sample. However mostly for MPMS measurements a plastic straw is used. This is due to the straw
having minimal magnetic susceptibility.

However there are a few important considerations for the sample holder design when mounting a sample
for measurement in a magnetometer. The sample holder can be a major contributor to the background
signal. Its contribution can be minimized by choosing materials with low magnetic susceptibility and by
keeping the mass to a minimum such as a plastic straw mentioned above.

The materials used to hold a sample must perform well over the temperature range to be used. In a
MPMS, the geometric arrangement of the background and sample is critical when their magnetic suscep-
tibilities will be of similar magnitude. Thus, the sample holder should optimize the sample's positioning
in the magnetometer. A sample should be mounted rigidly in order to avoid excess sample motion during
measurement. A sample holder should also allow easy access for mounting the sample, and its background
contribution should be easy to measure. This advisory introduces some mounting methods and discusses
some of the more important considerations when mounting samples for the MPMS magnetometer. Keep in
mind that these are only recommendations, not guaranteed procedures. The researcher is responsible for
assuring that the methods and materials used will meet experimental requirements.
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4.4.2.2.1 Sample Mounts

4.4.2.2.1.1 Platform mounting

For many types of samples, mounting to a platform is the most convenient method. The platform's mass
and susceptibility should be as small as possible in order to minimize its background contribution and signal
distortion.

4.4.2.2.1.2 Plastic disc

A plastic disc about 2 mm thick with an outside diameter equivalent to the pliable plastic tube's diameter
(a clear drinking straw is suitable) is inserted and twisted into place. The platform should be fairly rigid.
Mount samples onto this platform with glue. Place a second disc, with a diameter slightly less than the inside
diameter of the tube and with the same mass, on top of the sample to help provide the desired symmetry.
Pour powdered samples onto the platform and place a second disc on top. The powders will be able to align
with the �eld. Make sure the sample tube is capped and ventilated.

4.4.2.2.1.3 Crossed threads

Make one of the lowest mass sample platforms by threading a cross of white cotton thread (colored dyes can
be magnetic). Using a needle made of a nonmagneticmetal, or at least carefully cleaned, thread some white
cotton sewingthread through the tube walls and tie a secure knot so that the thread platform isrigid. Glue
a sample to this platform or use the platform as asupport for a sample in a container. Use an additional
thread cross on top to holdthe container in place.

4.4.2.2.1.4 Gelatin capsule

Gelatin capsules can be very useful for containing and mounting samples. Many aspects of using gelatin
capsules have been mentioned in the section, Containing the Sample. It is best if the sample is mounted
near the capsule's center, or if it completely �lls the capsule. Use extra capsule parts to produce mirror
symmetry. The thread cross is an excellent way of holding a capsule in place.

4.4.2.2.1.5 Thread mounting

Another method of sample mounting is attaching the sample to a thread that runs through the sample tube.
The thread can be attached to the sample holder at the ends of the sample tube with tape, for example.
This method can be very useful with �at samples, such as those on substrates, particularly when the �eld is
in the plane of the �lm. Be sure to close the sample tube with caps.

• Mounting with a disc platform.
• Mounting on crossed threads.
• Long thread mounting.

4.4.2.2.2 Steps for inserting the sample

1. Cut o� a small section of a clear plastic drinking straw. The section must be small enough to �t inside
the straw.

2. Weigh and measure the sample.
3. Use plastic tweezers to place the sample inside the small straw segment. It is important to use plastic

tweezers not metallic ones as these will contaminate the sample.
4. Place the small straw segment inside the larger one. It should be approximately in the middle of the

large drinking straw.
5. Attach the straw to the sample rod which is used to insert the sample into the SQUID machine.
6. Insert the sample rod with the attached straw into the vertical insertion hole on top of the SQUID.
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4.4.2.3 Centre the sample

The sample must be centered in the SQUID pickup coils to ensure that all coils sense the magnetic moment
of the sample. If the sample is not centered, the coils read only part of the magnetic moment.

During a centering measurement the MPMS scans the entire length of the samples vertical travel path,
and the MPMS reads the maximum number of data points. During centering there are a number of terms
which need to be understood.

1. A scan length is the length of a scan of a particular sample which should usually try and be the
maximum of the sample.

2. A sample is centered when it is in the middle of a scan length. The data points are individual voltage
readings plotting response curves in centering scan data �les.

3. Autotracking is the adjustment of a sample position to keep a sample centered in SQUID coils. Auto-
tracking compensates for thermal expansion and contraction in a sample rod.

As soon as a centering measurement is initiated, the sample transport moves upward, carrying the sample
through the pickup coils. While the sample moves through the coils, the MPMS measures the SQUID's
response to the magnetic moment of the sample and saves all the data from the centering measurement.

After a centering plot is performed the plot is examined to determine whether the sample is centered in
the SQUID pickup coils. The sample is centered when the part of the large, middle curve is within 5cm of
the half-way point of the scan length.

The shape of the plot is a function of the geometry of the coils. The coils are wound in a way which strongly
rejects interference from nearby magnetic sources and lets the MPMS function without a superconducting
shield around the pickup coils.

4.4.2.4 Geometric considerations

To minimize background noise and stray �eld e�ects, the MPMS magnetometer pick-up coil takes the form
of a second-order gradiometer. An important feature of this gradiometer is that moving a long, homogeneous
sample through it produces no signal as long as the sample extends well beyond the ends of the coil during
measurement.

As a sample holder is moved through the gradiometer pickup coil, changes in thickness, mass, density,
or magnetic susceptibility produce a signal. Ideally, only the sample to be measured produces this change.
A homogeneous sample that extends well beyond the pick-up coils does not produce a signal, yet a small
sample does produce a signal. There must be a crossover between these two limits. The sample length
(along the �eld direction) should not exceed 10 mm. In order to obtain the most accurate measurements, it
is important to keep the sample susceptibility constant over its length; otherwise distortions in the SQUID
signal (deviations from a dipole signal) can result. It is also important to keep the sample close to the
magnetometer centerline to get the most accurate measurements. When the sample holder background
contribution is similar in magnitude to the sample signal, the relative positions of the sample and the
materials producing the background are important. If there is a spatial o�set between the two along the
magnet axis, the signal produced by the combined sample and background can be highly distorted and will
not be characteristic of the dipole moment being measured.

Even if the signal looks good at one temperature, a problem can occur if either of the contributions are
temperature dependent.

Careful sample positioning and a sample holder with a center, or plane, of symmetry at the sample (i.e.
materials distributed symmetrically about the sample, or along the principal axis for a symmetry plane)
helps eliminate problems associated with spatial o�sets.

4.4.2.5 Containing the Sample

Keep the sample space of the MPMS magnetometer clean and free of contamination with foreign materials.
Avoid accidental sample loss into the sample space by properly containing the sample in an appropriate
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sample holder. In all cases it is important to close the sample holder tube with caps in order to contain
a sample that might become unmounted. This helps avoid sample loss and subsequent damage during
the otherwise unnecessary recovery procedure. Position caps well out of the sample-measuring region and
introduce proper venting.

4.4.2.6 Sample preparation workspace

Work area cleanliness and avoiding sample contamination are very important concerns. There are many
possible sources of contamination in a laboratory. Use diamond tools when cutting hard materials. Avoid
carbide tools because of potential contamination by the cobalt binder found in many carbide materials. The
best tools for preparing samples and sample holders are made of plastic, titanium, brass, and beryllium
copper (which also has a small amount of cobalt). Tools labeled non-magnetic can actually be made of steel
and often be made "magnetic" from exposure to magnetic �elds. However, the main concern from these
"non-magnetic" tools is contamination by the iron and other ferrous metals in the tool. It is important to
have a clean white-papered workspace and a set of tools dedicated to mounting your own samples. In many
cases, the materials and tools used can be washed in dilute acid to remove ferrous metal impurities. Follow
any acid washes with careful rinsing with deionized water.

Powdered samples pose a special contamination threat, and special precautions must be taken to contain
them. If the sample is highly magnetic, it is often advantageous to embed it in a low susceptibility epoxy
matrix like Duco cement. This is usually done by mixing a small amount of diluted glue with the powder
in a suitable container such as a gelatin capsule. Potting the sample in this way can keep the sample from
shifting or aligning with the magnetic �eld. In the case of weaker magnetic samples, measure the mass of
the glue after drying and making a background measurement. If the powdered sample is not potted, seal it
into a container, and watch it carefully as it is cycled in the airlock chamber.

4.4.2.7 Pressure equalization

The sample space of the MPMS has a helium atmosphere maintained at low pressure of a few torr. An
airlock chamber is provided to avoid contamination of the sample space with air when introducing samples
into the sample space. By pushing the purge button, the airlock is cycled between vacuum and helium gas
three times, then pumped down to its working pressure. During the cycling, it is possible for samples to be
displaced in their holders, sealed capsules to explode, and sample holders to be deformed. Many of these
problems can be avoided if the sample holder is properly ventilated. This requires placing holes in the sample
holder, out of the measuring region that will allow any closed spaces to be opened to the interlock chamber.

4.4.2.8 Air-sensitive samples and liquid samples

When working with highly air-sensitive samples or liquid samples it is best to �rst seal the sample into a
glass tube. NMR and EPR tubes make good sample holders since they are usually made of a high-quality,
low-susceptibility glass or fused silica. When the sample has a high susceptibility, the tube with the sample
can be placed onto a platform like those described earlier. When dealing with a low susceptibility sample, it
is useful to rest the bottom of the sample tube on a length of the same type of glass tubing. By producing
near mirror symmetry, this method gives a nearly constant background with position and provides an easy
method for background measurement (i.e., measure the empty tube �rst, then measure with a sample). Be
sure that the tube ends are well out of the measuring region.

When going to low temperatures, check to make sure that the sample tube will not break due to di�erential
thermal expansion. Samples that will go above room temperature should be sealed with a reduced pressure
in the tube and be checked by taking the sample to the maximum experimental temperature prior to loading
it into the magnetometer. These checks are especially important when the sample may be corrosive, reactive,
or valuable.
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4.4.2.9 Oxygen contamination

This application note describes potential sources for oxygen contamination in the sample chamber and
discusses its possible e�ects. Molecular oxygen, which undergoes an antiferromagnetic transition at about
43 K, is strongly paramagnetic above this temperature. The MPMS system can easily detect the presence
of a small amount of condensed oxygen on the sample, which when in the sample chamber can interfere
signi�cantly with sensitive magnetic measurements. Oxygen contamination in the sample chamber is usually
the result of leaks in the system due to faulty seals, improper operation of the airlock valve, outgassing from
the sample, or cold samples being loaded.
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